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A vising alumni, it’s frankly hard to understand that there’s even a little bit of unhappiness with the brave new dining order. At Stillings, Brad enjoys several helpings of clam chowder and I in-hale a Reuben. We like what we see and love what we eat. The hand-carved signs are homey, the staff friendly, and Brad finds the broiled bowls a thrilling novelty—up until his fourth helping of hot chowder, which breaches the overtaxed crust and begins to rapidly swamp his plate. Towels and quick action become necessary to spare a table-wide evacuation. Though he declares himself sated to the point of needing a nap, BradReduc-tantly decides it is time, in the honorable tradition of student-dining activism, to write a helpful napkin note. “Although I am a well-travelled, rather over well-seasoned, maturish man of the world,” he writes, “I can say honestly that today I have had my very first experience with the tabulated ‘bread bowl.’ I think you need rugged-er ones. Either that, or the chowder should not be so good that I am filling a single bowl four times, Sumed, Over 40.” A day later, Art Main rhhs Brad in return: “Look at all that money spent to ed-u-cate you, and you never learned that a bread bowl is a single-service one-time eat-able entrée.” Brad takes it well. No doubt the next generation of UNH graduates will be better educated.